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The ultimate quiet blender is engineered
with a powerful 3 peak HP motor and
advanced blending technology to handle
thicker ingredients. The new 48 oz. XP
container offers a patented XP blade that
creates a powerful vortex which continually
circulates ingredients and reduces cavita-
tion. Along with the 3 peak HP motor, the
Blending Station Advance has 34 optimized
programs and 93 speeds for manual blend-
ing. High/low pulse option. Built-in sound re-
ducing cover. 191/2"Hx91/2"Wx101/2"D. 120
VAC, 50/60 Hz, 15 amps. UL, NSF.

Blending Station® Advance

Perfect for those chefs at
healthcare facilities, hotels and
other high-volume establish-
ments who make batches of the
same item several times a day.
With an impressive 11/2 gallon real
blending capacity and 4.2 HP
motor, you will increase your
efficiency by serving up to 24 (8
oz.) portions of hot or cold ingredi-
ents in only one blending cycle.
The pulse function and variable
speed control increase blending
versatility. The 11/2 gallon container
is ergonomically designed for ease
of use and safety. A second 64 oz.
container is included for smaller
batches and both containers are
complete with lid, lid plug and
blade assembly; tamper included.
UL. NSF. XL Blender System

Prepare liquidized food as well as
chop, grind, puree, emulsify...all
in one machine. This unit combines
the best features of the food processor
and blender/mixer. Ideal for use in
healthcare facilities and restaurants.
Stock-pot shaped stainless steel cutter
bowl has patented food wiper assembly
to wipe top and sides of bowl during
processing. Leakproof, see-thru lid
allows you to view processing and add
ingredients without stopping or
opening machine. Easily disassembles
for cleaning. 1 year warranty parts
and labor.

Blixers

Save money on high cost foods with digital portioning. Scales
have dishwasher safe, removable stainless steel platforms for easy
cleaning. Scales read in fractions, decimals and grams and have
temperature compensated load cells for use in refrigerated prep rooms.
250 lb. overload protection provides ultimate durability. Includes AC
adapter, can also be used with 9V battery (not included) for up to 25
hours of use. 50 hour rechargeable battery now sold separately. NSF
approved. Available in 2 lb., 6 lb. and 12 lb. sizes.

High Performance
Digital Portion Control Scales

We are sure to meet all of your light equipment needs! Admiral
Craft Equipment Corporation has one of the most well-known names in
the foodservice industry. With over 55 years of development and design
experience in foodservice equipment, their countertop items are sure to
exceed your highest expectations. Featuring a wide array of electrical
items, from griddles to fryers. Each piece is constructed of heavy duty
stainless steel and is backed by a one year replacement warranty.

Countertop Equipment

Large capacity steamer offers a
cost effective and convenient
alternative to a “traditional”
steamer. No water line, no drain
line or vent hood to worry about.
Holds two full-size 4" steam table
pans with covers. Connectionless
steamer features include 4 heating
elements, 8 programmable memory
pads with 16 memory capability,
programmable or dial timer, 5 power
levels, 3-stage cooking and remov-
able center shelf. See-through oven
door is drop down counter style.

Sonic Steamer
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Cooking with combination ovens is a good
way to incorporate accelerated cooking
techniques into your operation. Speed
cooking enables you to save time, space and money
while still delivering high-quality, delicious food.
Provides faster turns and menu flexibility for
increased profits.

LOOKING FOR A QUICK AND EASY
APPETIZER?

SEAFOOD QUESADILLAS

Topped with spicy shrimp and scallops, these
seafood quesadillas make a perfect appetizer that’s
sure to become one of your best-selling items.
Preheat: Oven to 475°F.
Accessory - Griddle for the Convection Express.
For the Veloce use a pizza stone.
Seafood Filling:
8 ounces fresh or frozen, peeled and de-veigned
large shrimp (thawed)
8 ounces fresh or frozen sea scallops (thawed)
2 tablespoons olive oil
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon crushed red pepper
1/4 teaspoon ground cumin
1 tablespoon fresh lime juice
Cut shrimp and scallops into bite size pieces (about
1/2"). In medium sized oven safe dish or pan,
combine the shrimp and scallop pieces, olive oil,
salt, crushed red pepper and cumin.
Cook for 45 seconds. Add additional time if you
prefer additional crispiness.
Visit Amana’s website for more information
www.acpsolutions.com

High speed combination ovens feature a small footprint with a
generously sized interior. Model AXP20 combines directed air,
radiant and microwave cooking technologies while the ACE14
combines convection and microwave cooking technologies.
Ergonomic, easy-to-clean design is simple-to-use with programma-
ble controls. Intelligent design details including the ability to use
standard metal pans. Operators achieve amazing results in a
fraction of the time of traditional cooking methods.

High Speed
Ovens

Ultra-fast, excellent results! Ceramic elements heat evenly and quickly
for a toasting output of 400 slices an hour. Bread guides center bread and
hold it upright for even toasting. Solid-state temperature sensor automati-
cally adjusts toast time for consistent toasting results. Heavy duty stainless
steel exterior. Controls include 2 bread/bagel switches, 2 browning control
dials, 2 cancel buttons. Equipped with heavy duty removable crumb tray.

4-Slice Heavy-Duty
Toaster

Easily accommodates bagels,
waffles and gourmet breads.
Features extra wide 11/2" slots.
Automatic toast boost makes small
slices easy to reach. Bagel function
toasts the cut side and warms the
outside. Front crumb tray slides
out for quick cleanup. Durable
brushed chrome resists finger-
prints. Available in 2- or 4-slot
toaster. NSF.

Extra-Wide Slot
Commercial Toasters

Compact but powerful option for
users limited on space or budget.
Durable anodized aluminum con-
struction. Easy to clean. Top
mounted knife sharpener is all metal,
2 stone type. Hard chromed, hollow
ground knife. One piece base,
removable food chute and knife
cover. 115/60/1. UL, NSF listed.
One-year parts & labor warranty.
Model C12 shown.

Chefmate Compact
Manual Slicers

Ideal for all types of operations from
restaurants and school kitchens to
pizzerias and corner bakeries. Powerful
custom built motors and high torque
transmissions handle the driest and stiffest
pizza dough to the fluffiest mousse. Flat
beater, stainless steel wire whip, spiral dough
hook and stainless steel bowl included.
Combine dependability with the safety
interlocked bowl guard/bowl lift and front
mounted controls and you have a mixer that
will last for years at half the price of the
market leader. Two-years parts, one-year
labor warranty. NSF enamel gray finish. ETL.

Planetary Mixers

High Speed Cooking



Long and dependable life through
simplicity of design. Tube-type heat
exchange system and oil capacity
options accommodate a wide range of
frying needs—everything from French
fries to bone-in chicken. Mechanical
“snap-action” thermostat ensures
accurate temperature for reliable
heat-ups, cooks and recovery. Wide
cold zone and forward sloping bottom
collect and remove sediment from
frypot to safeguard oil quality and
make routine frypot cleaning and oil
filtration convenient. Millivolt pilot
system standard and requires no
electrical hook-up. Stainless-steel
frypot, door and front, enamel sides.
Shown with optional casters.

Super Marathon
Standard Tube-Type
Gas Fryers

Specifically designed for high-
volume frying with maximum fuel
economy, precise control and
durability. ENERGY STAR® quali-
fied H55 fryer has long been the
trusted choice of chains and
independent operators worldwide.
Standard features include proprietary
state-of-the-art infrared burner, solid-
state controller, electronic ignition,
melt cycle and boil-out mode. Signa-
ture open-pot design allows every
inch of the frypot to be wiped down by
hand. Shown with optional computer
and casters.

High-Efficiency Open-Pot Gas Fryer

FACTOR 1: Choose The Right Fryer
The right fryer is the one that is specially designed to cook the foods you
offer on your menu. Open-pot fryers perform well in many frying
applications, but are ideal for light- to medium-breaded items such as
French fries and prepackaged foods. This type of fryer allows every inch
of the frypot to be easily accessed and cleaned. Tube-type fryers are
the best choice for foods that are fresh battered or heavily breaded, such
as fresh fish and onion blossoms. Flat-bottom fryers are best suited for
food items that float on top of the oil during the fry cycle. Wet battered
fish is ideal for this fryer.
FACTOR 2: Select The Right Oil
The qualities of the oil impact both performance and output (food
quality). Select the best oil for the application. Oils for deep-frying
include canola, corn, grape seed, peanut, safflower, sunflower and
vegetable. Each type of oil has unique characteristics such as stability,
smoke point, flavor, nutrition profile, and health parameters. Consider
each oil’s features and benefits to select the best oil for your cooking
application. Since the movement to eliminate trans fat from foods has
been initiated, new generation oils have been introduced in the market-
place. These oils provide the stability and functionality needed for deep-
frying while meeting healthy oil requirements because they are not
partially hydrogenated so they are trans fat-free and are low in saturated
fats. Examples of new generation oils include, high-oleic canola and
sunflower oils (high in monounsaturated fatty acids which are healthful),
mid-oleic canola and sunflower oils, and low-linolenic soybean oil.
FACTOR 3: Select The Right Food
If foods have been par-fried prior to deep-frying which is the case with
many pre-prepared frozen foods, the oil that was used in par-frying
affects not only the fat content of the food but also the oil in your fryer.
For example, if partially hydrogenated oil was used to par-fry chicken
or French fries, it will leach into the frying oil during cooking. Select-
ing trans fat-free foods for frying, frying in healthful oil, and following
best practice frying methods will ensure you are consistently providing
your customers with high-quality, fried foods that are flavorful and
healthful.
FACTOR 4: Follow The Right Cooking Process
The composition of oil changes as it interacts physically and chemically
with food, oxygen, and heat. Remember the acronym – CWASH.Avoid
unnecessary exposure to Crumbs, Water, Air, Salt and Heat. After load-
ing fry baskets, shake them away from the frypot area. Careful and fre-
quent filtering will remove the solid particles that normally collect in the
oil during frying such as food particles and non-dissolved salts.
FACTOR 5: Establish The Right Maintenance
Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations and instructions for
frypot cleaning and replace oil promptly when needed. Maintain
optimal oil temperature in the cooking zone. It extends oil life and
avoids situations in which foods are cooked too quickly or at a
temperature that is too high. The duration for which food is held at a
specific temperature is referred to as the “cooking curve.” This can vary
based on the type of food involved, operator preference and desired
outcome – including oil absorption.
For best results, oil temperatures should be maintained at
330°F–350°F at the beginning of the fry cycle – then reduced to near
330°F for a short period, then elevated again to 330°F-350°F. Check
with your manufacturer for details.

Information provided by Frymaster
Visit www.fitfrying.com for more tips and valuable information.

Finally, a boilerless convection steamer that cooks fast, stays
clean and is easy to maintain. Patented KleanShield cooking
compartment eliminates foaming, contamination of water reservoir
and flavor transfer. High speed convection steam for fast cooking.
Easy to operate SureCook timer automatically compensates for
the volume of food being cooked. Easy to clean—simple vinegar
cleanup. New design saves water and energy. Ideal for heavy
batch cooking and medium volume a la carte style cooking.
Energy Star rated energy-saving performance.

SteamChef ™
Boilerless
Steamers

Five Factors for HealthyFrying
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These precision crafted mixers offer smooth,
flawless operation and powerful mixing
performance. Capacities range from 10 to 60
quarts, giving you flexibility to achieve results in your
bakery, large independent restaurant, school
kitchen, nursing home or other foodservice
operation. Model FMS20 shown.

FMS Planetary Mixers

Ideal for smaller sized restaurants, deli-areas, schools,
hospitals or any foodservice operator concerned with safe tem-
peratures and optimizing operating costs. Designed to safely cool
down hot product to food safe temperatures. Innovative chilling re-
frigeration system features quick temperature pull down performance
that can be used for a variety of food products. Equipped with an
easy-to-use microprocessor controller which will complement a
HACCP documentation program. Stainless steel construction and
quality components ensure durability and longer equipment life. 115V,
UL and NSF listed. Shown with optional caster, top and door hinging.

Undercounter Quick Chiller

Retains heat—up to 10% MORE! Proprietary windproof chafing
frames are available in 3 classic finishes (Silver Vein-SV; Copper
Vein-CO; and Swirl-SW). Power-coated steel body is attractive and
durable. Stackable for easy storage. Holds standard 12"x20" pans
(not included). Our NEW “Knock Down” design allows the Heater™-
KD to fold flat—just 13/4" thick—when not in use.

Heater® Chafing Frames

Performance, Reliability and Value!
New Commercial Blenders are thoughtfully
designed to deliver more for less—Heavy duty
construction, more features and renowned
reliability. Clutch coupling system secures the
container and reduces noise. Unique container
“ribs” help push contents into the blades.
Features heavy-duty ball bearing stainless
blade system, virtually indestructible silicone
gasket and convenient polycarbonate stack-
able containers. Two models to choose from:
1 HP, 2 Speed Blender with 48 oz. container or
2 HP Touch Pad with 64 oz. container.

Commercial Blenders

Easy to use 1-2-3 microprocessor control
panel initiates blast cycles in 3 simple
steps. Model features built-in alarms and can
control the chilling process with the tempera-
ture probes or a digital timer with two preset
programmable chilling times for specific prod-
ucts. Cabinet reverts to a 38°F refrigerator
after the blast chill cycle is complete. HACCP
Data Logger System records, stores and
prints temperature data for up to 7 days in
accordance with HACCP guidelines. Built-in
thermal printer simplifies documentation and
HACCP records.

Blast Chillers (Reach-In)

Dual temperature provides storage of both
refrigerated and heated foods within a
single cabinet. The NEW warmer/refrigerator
dual-temp cabinet from Victory is ideal for
“meals-to-go” operations featuring take out. In
a very small footprint the operator can hold the
meal’s hot and cold components at ideal
temperatures until the customer picks up. HOT
foods HOT and COLD foods COLD!! The
optional glass doors and pass thru options
facilitate even faster service.

Dual-Temp
Warmer/Refrigerator

Now accommodates 6" deep pans and meets NSF 7 require-
ments! Available in 27", 48" and 60" wide models. These tough
compact prep tables really perform. Heavy duty, durable construction
assures a long usable life. Refrigeration system design and
engineered air flow patterns assure food product temperatures will
be maintained between 33°F to 41°F, even during heavy use periods
with the top left open. Front breathing design allows for zero
clearance installation. Includes 4" 1/6 Size Pans.

Compact Prep Tables

SAME DAY SHIPMENT! Choose
from over 10,000 Indoor or Outdoor
Coolers, Freezers and Combination
Cooler/Freezers! Sizes from 4'x5' to
8'x20'. Heights from 6'7" and 7'7"
with floor; 7'4" floorless. Three
temperatures: +35°F., -10°F., -20°F. 26
gauge stucco embossed coated steel.
26" wide self-closing doors. FRP
threshold. 15-year panel warranty;
18-months parts & labor warranty.

Kold Locker™
Walk-ins
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Produces up to 652 lbs. of ice per day.
Corrosion-resistant stainless steel construc-
tion. PURE ICE—Built-in anti-microbial
protection for the life of the machine inhibits
bacteria and slime fungus growth. Harvest
Assist—increases ice production while
reducing energy consumption. Top Air
Discharge—means there are no side
clearance requirements and the machine
can be installed in small spaces. 7-Year
Evaporator Warranty—utilize our water
filters and change every 6 months and
receive the only 7 year evaporator warranty
in the industry. ICE0400 shown on B55 Bin.
Also available in Half (HT) or Full (FT) Cube.
Bins sold separately.

ICE Series™ Modular Cube Ice Makers
with Top Air Discharge

The best solution for hard water, food
safety and tight spaces. Newly
redesigned, self-contained undercounter
cube ice makers have improved reliability
and practical ease-of-use improvements.
Meet CEC and Energy Star criteria. PURE
ICE®—Built-in anti-microbial protection for
the life of the machine inhibits bacteria and
slime fungus growth. Optional water filtration
system provides protection against un-
pleasant tastes, odors and scale formation.
Front Air Discharge—Produces maximum
ICE in a minimum amount of space; built-in
application storage. 7-Year Evaporator
Warranty—utilize our water filters and
change every 6 months and receive the only
7 year evaporator warranty in the industry.
Model ICEU300 shown.

ICE Series™
Undercounter
Cube Ice Makers

How Induction Works and Why It Can
Mean Savings for Your Operation.
The key concept of induction is in the fact that heat is
generated by the pan itself. The induction unit achieves this
by creating movement in the molecules in the material of
the pan. All that is required is that the bottom of the pan
be magnetic.

Nothing is More Efficient
Energy converts directly to heat in the pan. Because of this
superb energy efficiency, much less energy is lost.
A switch to induction ranges can amount to a huge
yearly energy savings. This is good for our
environment, and as energy costs remain high you’ll
also see a big impact on your bottom line.

Nothing is Faster
Gas and electric ranges work by creating a heat source
beneath the pan, which in turn must transfer its heat to the
cookware. This is an indirect transfer. Induction turns the
cookware itself into the heat source. This direct transfer of
heat creates much faster cooking results.

Nothing is More Accurate
With induction, more magnetism = more heat, and less
magnetism = less heat. Since we can produce very weak
magnetic fields by delivering very little electricity, we can
produce very low heat if needed (great for pastry, chocolate
and sauces). And no matter where you are in the tempera-
ture range, accuracy never changes.

Nothing is Safer
Induction cookers are safer to use than conventional stoves
because there are no open flames and the “element” itself
reaches only the temperature of the cooking vessel; only
the pan becomes hot. There is no heated surface on an in-
duction range. The pan gets hot. The food gets hot. But the
induction range only produces magnetic fields; so if there
is no pan on the range, no heat is produced. Turn a cold in-
duction range on, put your bare hand on the surface, leave
it there all day. Nothing will happen.

Something to Consider
This form of flameless cooking has many advantages over
conventional gas flame and electric cookers as it provides
rapid heating, improved thermal efficiency, greater
heat consistency, plus the same or greater degree of
controllability. Cooking surface is flat and smooth for
easy cleaning. In situations in which a hotplate would
typically be dangerous or illegal, an induction plate is
ideal as it creates no heat itself. Induction cooking can be
done on stovetop units, which may be built into a
countertop or may be a portable unit.

Information provided by Vollrath

Visit www.vollrathknowledgeworks.com for more information

Wide selection of induction ranges available in Commercial,
Professional and Ultra Series. The new Mirage™ series expand the
selections of both Countertop and Drop-In units. Just a few of the many
features include over-heat protection, pan-auto detection and auto shut-off
function. 18 gauge 304 stainless steel constructed case frame with Vitro
ceramic top. Push button controls. UL. NSF. Parts & Labor Warranty: 1 year
on Mirage; 2 year on Commercial, Professional and Ultra Series.

Induction Ranges

Induction Cooking
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This Heavy Duty Bun Pan Rack is part of the
“Lifetime Tough” series. Heli-arc welded
aluminum construction features 1"x11/2"x.10 double
welded angle pan slides to accommodate 18"x26"
bun pans. 11/4"x11/4" thick tubular frame is strong
enough to manage all day-to-day chores in any
kitchen and to provide a lifetime of reliable service.
Extra heavy duty 5"x2" all swivel, non marking
polyurethane plate casters for easy mobility. Front
load for easy access. 2" to 8" spacing available as
well as 64"H for walk-in storage. Options include
Corner Bumper, Perimeter Bumper, Heavy Duty
Caster Brakes, Pan Stop, Solid Bottom, Solid Top.
NSF.

Heavy Duty Pan Rack

Simple to operate. Easy to maintain.
Energy efficient. Affordable. The
ComboEase Combination Steamer-Oven is a
full size, gas, combination oven that brings
simplicity to the traditionally complex world of
combination cooking. Featuring Groen’s new
and exclusive boilerless steaming reservoir
system, the ComboEase addresses the
needs of institutional and commercial food-
service operators for easy steam, convection
and combination cooking that provides
maximum, energy-efficient performance at an
affordable price. Shown on optional stand.

ComboEase
Combi Oven

NEXT DAY SHIPMENT! Over 1,000 models in stock for next day shipment,
including pre-assembled Refrigeration Systems! Features include: Stucco-
embossed, galvanized steel interior and exterior. Hinged doors built around a
12 gauge metal frame support system that prevents sagging, warping and
twisting. Heavy duty hardware provides positive door latching and seals in
cold. Vinyl gasketing is foamed-in-place, and with cam-lock fasteners provides
a tightly sealed joint, keeping cold air in and warm air out. Four inch thick,
foamed-in-place, UL class 1 urethane panels. Quick, easy and economical
installation, expansion or relocation Thermally balanced refrigeration system
for operating efficiency and lower operating costs. Indoor and outdoor
applications. Available with or without refrigeration systems and insulated floor
panels—insulated floor recommended for freezers. Pre-assembled remote
refrigeration system or self-contained. Ten-year panel warranty.

Quick Ship Walk-In
Coolers and Freezers

Oversized refrigeration system
provides colder product tempera-
tures, lower utility costs,
exceptional food safety and the
best value in today’s foodservice
marketplace. Environmentally friendly
air refrigeration system with airflow
directed at pans for colder tempera-
tures. Exterior built with stainless steel
front, top, sides. Interior features white
aluminum sides, top, coved corners
and stainless steel floor. NSF 7
approved. Full length, extra wide
removable polyethylene cutting board.
4"D clear polycarbonate insert pans
included. Pan opening accommodates
all standard sizes. 301/8"Dx363/4"H.

Sandwich/Salad Prep Tables

Heavy-duty back-kitchen equipment designed for high
volume operations. All Ultra-Max equipment features welded
steel frame construction with heavy duty stainless steel front and
side panels. Radiant char-broilers available in 5 sizes and feature
20,000 steel tubular BTU burners every 6" of grill width. Griddles
available in 5 sizes, 2 griddle surfaces and 3 temperature control
systems. Hot Plates available in 4 sizes. 1 year parts and labor
warranty; 3 year warranty on char-broiler steel radiants.

Ultra-Max® Heavy Duty
Cooking Equipment

New Versa Food Bars feature countless configurations for any
situation. Fully portable system keeps food cold for hours. Easy care
and unmatched durability. Compliant with 2011 Health Department
regulations. Use the straight or corner connector to connect Food
Bars, Work Tables and Cashier Stations to create a professional,
uniform look. Connect two Versa Food Bars to merchandise snacks
and beverages. Join a cashier station with a food bar for faster
check-out and improved traffic flow. Connect the cashier station to a
work table to create a snack or beverage station. Maximize space
by connecting two Food Bars with the corner connectors....
the possibilities are endless!

Versa Food Service System
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Keep food hot, fresh and ready for easy assembly! Single and four bin
models available for all your holding needs. Each bin is sealed to prevent
moisture loss and is independently controlled with easy-to-operate digital
controls and temperature display. Merco MHC’s utilize conduction heat that
transfers directly from both top and bottom providing consistent quality,
improved freshness and extended hold times. Go ahead, prepare and hold
food prior to the rush, your customers will notice and appreciate it! UL,
CE approved.

Holding Cabinets

Great for pizza, sandwiches, appetiz-
ers and much more! The Countertop
Impinger® puts large-oven capacity in a
small enough space to fit on most
commercial countertops. The Fusion™
high speed conveyor toaster combines
infrared heating with convection cooking
to achieve superior toasting and baking.
The Impinger Dual Technology Finisher
(DTF) combines air impingement with
high-intensity infrared heating elements
to achieve superior bake time and crisp-
ness for large volume operations.

Countertop Platforms

Designed to keep prepared foods at optimum serving tem-
peratures without affecting quality. They’re perfect for self-
serve buffet areas and customer serving points. All Serv-Rite
Buffet Warmers feature a thermostatically controlled heated
base, durable stainless steel construction, sturdy aluminum ex-
trusions and a 6' cord with plug. Ideal for use in buffet lines and
as hors d’ouevre displays. Choose from stainless steel or black
glass base. Shown with optional overhead halogen heat lamps
and glass sneeze guards.

Serv-Rite™ Portable
Buffet Warmers

The Heated Glass Shelf surface color is an elegant black, to
add the right touch to any décor. Thermostatically-controlled
heated ceramic glass surface helps hold your food hot and deli-
cious at a surface temperature ranging from 100°F to 200°F. NSF
approval allows you to place food product directly on the glass
surface. The Heated Black Glass Shelf excels in pass-through
areas, buffet lines and as a tempting hors d’ouevre display. Built-
in models also available. Shown with optional handles.

Heated Black Glass Shelf

Requires no water or drain connec-
tion. Simple-to-use controls include
on/off switch with ready, low water light,
and 60 minute timer. Easy to clean
stainless steel generator pan has
stamped water level line. Stands on 4"
adjustable stainless steel legs. Solid
sheathed tubular elements, sealed to
pan bottom with thermal transfer
compound for even heat distribution.
Power required 208 or 240 volt, 60 Hz,
Single or three phase; phase is field
convertible. UL and NSF listed. Model
VPX3 shown.
Counter Convection Steamers -
VPX Series

It’s a convection oven or convection steamer. Better yet, it’s a convection oven and steamer (COMBI) at
the same time! The Advanced Closed System +3 takes the guesswork out of cooking. Prepare menu items
faster and efficiently increasing overall yield and eye appeal. Even browning eliminates need to rotate pans
during cooking. Crisp & Tasty feature removes moisture for crisp, golden results without deep frying. Press and
Go buttons offer foolproof one touch cooking. Disappearing door frees up aisle space. ConvoClean feature
cleans and sterilizes the interior automatically. Choose with or without a boiler. UL. NSF. Models OEB2020
and OES1020 shown. Try our Electric Mini Combi!

Convotherm

AutoAlert™ indicator lights communicate
operating status and signals when it’s time to
perform normal maintenance or time for service
BEFORE it’s an emergency. Uses less energy and
water than traditional ice machines exceeding both
the California and Federal energy efficiency regula-
tions by up to 22%. Patented WaterSense adaptive
purge control reduces scale buildup by detecting
hard water conditions and purging mineral laden
water. Stainless steel finish. Produces small or
medium cube ice. Bins sold separately.

Prodigy® Modular
Cube Ice Machines
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Combine the ambiance of a traditional old world brick oven with the
convenience and control of modern technology. Features a steel
reinforced 32" extra-wide arched open hearth with a visible open flame
burner in the bake chamber for ambiance and ease of access to the
cook/bake chamber. Available in 3 sizes. Stackable with standard or
display ovens for increased capacity in a limited space. Hearth stone
decks provide superior heat intensity while speeding the cooking process
& temperature recovery. Standard brick-lined ceilings absorb, store and
radiate heat, providing higher top-heat intensity, faster cooking times,
quicker recovery, superior product finish and energy savings. Shown with
optional brick facade and built-in Y602.

IL Forno
Classico
Ovens

The best choice for baking old-world artisan-style crusty breads
with a thick & crispy crust but still soft inside. Choice of 1, 2, 3
pan wide and up to 4 chamber high with proofer below, or with stain-
less steel stand. Baking chamber heights–6", 8", 10" and 12". 1" thick
refractory stone decks. Independent baking chambers with
independent steam in each chamber. Energy miser control panel. All
stainless steel construction. ETL & ETL Sanitation listed. 1 year parts
and labor warranty.

Artisan Stone
Deck Bakery
Oven

Easy to put together and reasonably priced! Lock-up your
valuable items in a small space by converting any existing shelving
into a Security Module. Heavy-gauge, open-wire construction keeps
contents visible at all times and makes inventory easy. Two sizes
available—18"x48"x20" and 24"x48"x20".

Security Modules

Energy Star Solstice Supreme has the highest gas efficiency
rating combined with the lowest cost of ownership. Automatic
self cleaning burner (patent pending) goes though a daily 30 second
cleaning cycle to keep burners tuned resulting in quicker cook times
and higher cooking efficiency. Ventilation troubles are virtually
eliminated with the Down Draft Protection (patent pending) that safely
monitors your fryer.

Solstice Supreme
High Efficiency Fryer

Drop-in units built to last! Hot Food Units available in 17", 31", 45", 59",
73" and 87" cutout lengths. Features infinite switch controls and 300
series stainless steel top rims. 1" cast brass drain and plug. UL. Model
AD1-3E Shown (top). Mechanically assisted ice cooled cold pan units
feature copper coil refrigeration, remote mounted on/off switch, cord and
plug. Available in 17", 31", 45", 59", 73" and 87" cutout lengths and 5"
and 8" depths. 300 series stainless steel top rims and liners. UL. 5 year
warranty on compressor.

Drop-Ins-Mechanically Assisted Ice
Cooled Cold Pan/Hot Food Units

Presenting Val-U Line—An affordable approach to quality furniture.
Our sturdy metal chairs and barstools and stylish wood chairs and
barstools are offered with seats upholstered in popular vinyls. Metal
chairs/barstools shipped with seats unattached (screws provided). Wood
chairs/barstools shipped with seats attached.

Val-U Line Chairs
& Barstools
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Larger 25" clearance accommodates oversized sheet pans and other large
items. Patented “Adjust-A-Peak” feature allows operator to adjust speed of
conveyor system. Splash shields on both wash and rinse ends. “Energy Guard”
system saves water by operating wash and rinse sections only when a rack is
being washed or rinsed. Stainless steel frame, legs, adjustable bullet feet and
front. Quiet self-draining stainless steel pump. Washes up to 225 racks per hour,
using as little as .68 gallons of water per rack. AJX models are Energy Star
certified for both high and low temp operation!

AJX Vision Series Conveyors

Clean more effectively, improve productivity, and protect
worker well-being with the new heavy-duty, commercial-
grade vacuum line. Rubbermaid Vacuums provide effortless
maneuverability, easy maintenance and on-board intelligence.
They are powerful for one-pass cleaning and offer multi-stage
filtration. Rubbermaid vacuums are CRI Green Label Certified for
clean air standards and effective cleaning. Vacuum models include:
Power Height Upright, Manual Height Upright, Backpack, Ultra Light
Upright, Traditional Upright and Wet/Dry.

Vacuums

Heated cabinets protect you from the
unpleasant effects of heat loss.
Exclusive cool-to-touch Insulation Ar-
mour™ insulates and protects
employees from hot surfaces. Built-in
hand holds make cabinet easy to
handle for mobile applications. Choice
of combination holding/proofing, holding
or proofing control modules. Now
available with the new moisture module.
Three slide styles for maximum holding
capacity: universal on 11/2" increments
with SiteSelect™, fixed on 3"
increments and lip-load for sheet pans.
Removable water pan and drip trough.
Standard colors red, blue and gray.
Custom colors also available.

C5™ 3 Series Heated Holding
& Proofing Cabinets

Presenting the new Caterer’s Fold-
ing Bun Pan Rack—folds from 6" to
213/8" wide in less than a minute!
It’s fully welded aluminum construction,
combined with a space saving design
that folds up when not in use, creates a
heavy duty, mobile, full height, end
loading Bun Pan Rack with open sides.
Manufactured with slides for 18"x26"
pans, these slides are on approxi-
mately 3" centers. Included (4) 5" stem
casters; (2) with brakes.

Folding Bun
Pan Rack

Designed for the commercial kitchen. Kits feature the Blue
Hose™ flexible stainless steel gas connector with Stress Guard
Technology™ and anti-microbial PVC coating. Snapfast™
one-handed quick disconnect with thermal shut-off, SwivelMax™
360 degree rotating end fitting and restraining cable with hardware,
full port valve and elbows included. Posi-Set™ wheel placement
system is also available as an option (designated with PS in prod-
uct code). CSA and NSF design certified, limited lifetime warranty.

Gas Connector Kits

New Ultimate 400 Series Restaurant Range
offers a heavy-duty, versatile solution for
commercial foodservice applications.
Meet the needs of any operation with 24", 36",
48" and 60" widths and hundreds of
combinations, including the only 5 burner
configuration in the industry, stainless steel
construction, snap action oven thermostat,
45K BTU standard oven, 32K BTU convection
oven, heavy duty counter balance oven door.
Choice of cast iron non-clog (33K BTU)
burners, star/saute burners (27K BTU) or
pyromax (40K BTU) burners. Available with
wavy or standard grates, metal knobs with
manual gas shut off valve. No charge for
optional electronic piezo ignition on open
burners and oven.

Ultimate 400 Series
Restaurant Ranges
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MetroMax i™ and MetroMax Q™ shelves, posts and most accessories
are interchangeable making the iQ System adaptable to your specific
application. Corrosion proof MetroMax i™ has an innovative polymer
design and the performance of stainless steel at half the cost. MetroMax Q™
advanced polymer and epoxy coated design offers superior performance
versus wire shelving. Shelves can be cleaned in a fraction of the time of wire
for improved productivity and ROI. The iQ System has removable polymer
mats that are easily cleaned in sinks or dish machines. The iQ System
accessories contain, compartmentalize and organize your stored contents
to maximize your storage space. Smooth polymer components protect
fragile packaged items.

MetroMax iQ™
Storage System
w/Microban
Antimicrobial
Product Protection

Water conserving spray valves meet EPAct standards and are in
full compliance of the mandated legislation guidelines. EPAct
2005 mandates all commercial pre-rinse spray valves have a flow rate
of not more than 1.6 gpm at 60 psi when used with commercial
dishwashing and warewashing equipment. Updated internal
components make the NEW Ultimate B-0107C flow at .65 gpm!
Fast-rinsing and EPAct compliant B-0107, B-0108 and B-0108C spray
valves offer power and efficiency with flow rates of 1.42 gpm, 1.48
gpm and 1.2 gpm respectively.

Low Flow Spray
Valves

Front loading design for sparkling clean
dishes—30 racks/120 covers per hour.
Built-in detergent and rinse chemical pumps
assure proper chemical usage. Pump drain
system allows for multiple installation,
including elevated drains. Safe-T-Temp
feature assures 180°F final sanitizing rinse.
Built-in 4kW booster heater and 2kW wash
tank heater. Top mounted detergent and
rinse-aid prime switches. Door safety switch
and extended wash cycle switch. Remov-
able stainless steel wash and rinse arms
allow for easy cleaning. Includes (1) peg
and (1) flat rack. 208/230V. Single phase.
Energy Star approved.

High Temperature
Undercounter Dishmachine

“First ice in, first ice out” for fresher, cleaner delivered ice. Continuous ice turn over
eliminates stale ice with off-taste and odor. Let gravity replace difficult, time-consuming
scooping and shoveling of ice. Let wheels move large quantities of cube or flake ice safely and
quickly to where it’s needed. Eliminate dangerous, messy, unsanitary carrying of ice buckets.
Follett’s non-mechanical IST (Ice Storage and Transport) design uses gravity to remove ice from
the bin storage. Just open the shutter door and cube or flake ice flows into Follett’s insulated,
SmartCART™ 240. The ice-dedicated SmartCART™ 240 quickly and safely transports 240 lbs.
of ice to where the ice is needed. Six optional Totes™ fit inside SmartCART™ to eliminate
shoveling of ice from the cart and limit lifted weight to 25 lbs.

Convenient, user-friendly design. Four models meet a wide range of
space and capacity requirements. Space-saving 30"W model provides
perfect match for compact ice makers. Wider bins accommodate larger ice
makers. Extra large door openings provide maximum access for
ice removal. Extra low door sills allow staff to reach bottom of bin. Slim
311/2"D means all models fit through standard 32" door. Pair with
SmartCART™ accessories for labor-savings and increased sanitation.
Model 950-48 shown. Slope Front Bins

Computer designed heating pattern for edge-to-edge even
cooking. Patented E-Z tilt top grid drains 70% of grease to reduce
flare-up. Standard features include stainless steel construction, fully
insulated cabinet, round rod steel top grid, water tubs, 6" front shelf with
towel bar, scraper and 15,000 BTU per burner. APM and CM models
can be used on stand, counter or refrigerated base. FM model can be
ordered with legs or optional casters. NSF, AGA and CE approved.
Countertop model shown with optional back shelf, lower rack shelf
cut-out, cutting board and fajita rack.

Series 600 Charbroilers
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Highest quality materials and oversized
refrigeration system provides colder
product temperatures, lower utility costs,
exceptional food safety and the best value
in today’s foodservice marketplace. Refrig-
erator features: Bottom mount compressor;
300 series stainless steel doors and front; self-
contained system; anodized aluminum end; 4"
swivel casters; high density insulation (CFC
free); holds 33°F to 38°F. Freezer features: -
10°F temperature (T19FZ maintains 0°F);
large evaporator and coil heater permit short
defrost cycle; defrost system time initiated and
temperature terminated.

Solid and
Glass Door
Refrigerators
& Freezers

Stronger. Faster. Better. Stainless steel front, sides,
backriser with lift-off highshelf and 6" adjustable legs. All
welded frame construction. 30,000 BTU/hr open top burners
with lift-off burner heads. Flashtube pilot ignition system. Extra
deep pull-out crumb tray. Full size models offer a 35,000
BTU/hr standard oven. Baker’s depth standard oven holds
sheet pans front to back and side to side. Adjustable thermo-
stat from 250°F to 500°F. One oven rack, two sets of rack
guides and four rack positions. One year limited parts & labor
warranty. 24", 36", 48", 60" and 72" size ranges available in a
variety of open burner and griddle top combinations.

Challenger Restaurant
Ranges, XL Series

Featuring Breeze™ slide-out self-contained
refrigeration package. Standard features include
solid metal deck, corrosion resistant stainless steel tub
and fan shroud, upper acrylic ends, casters/levelers.
Integrated average product temperature adjustable
from 38°F to 41°F. ETL sanitation conforms to NSF 7
and ETL listed certified to CAN/CSA 22.2. 1 year parts
& labor, 5 year compressor warranty.

Self-Service Multi-Purpose Refrigerated
Island Merchandiser

Please check with our Customer Service Department as some items may need to be special or factory ordered. Allow 2 weeks for
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